100-Centered

ACROSS
1. Easter gift
7. Place to get scrubbed
10. Palestrina piece
14. Pact
15. Knowledge
16. Improve, literally
17. Blouse that can also be used as furniture?
19. Throaty singer with the Velvet Underground
20. Rope fiber
21. Triumphal structure
22. Exist in large numbers
23. No longer obsessed with that stupid ex?
27. Bend forward so as to hear better
30. Cow sound
31. Failure at seaside sculpture?
35. It can be a pane
39. Do something
40. Camera setting
42. Visual guide
43. Dense
46. Spice store handout?
49. Mien
51. Stank
52. Witches who use their magic powers to brown bread?
58. Remove forcibly
59. Behave like an eagle
60. Cobbler's concern
64. Elec., e.g.
65. Casual conversation on the range?
68. Operate a horse
69. Avail oneself of
70. Employ logic
71. Gets a view of
72. Airport stat.
73. Wife: Sp.

DOWN
1. Composer of Passions
2. Be sore
3. Swindle, informally
4. Carp habitation
5. Go astray
6. They're worth six pts. in football
7. Pants alternative
8. Bird's place
9. Big song
10. Cigarette flavor banned in some cities
11. French farewell
12. Words of canine incitement
13. Come down heavily
18. Laugh half
24. Online clip, briefly
25. Sufficient, to the orthographically unorthodox
26. Machine part
27. Future attorney's exam, abbr.
28. Apiece
29. Not pro
32. Research grant agcy. for physicists, chemists, etc.
33. Middle, abbr.
34. Job ad abbr. promising nondiscrimination
36. Bad way to run
37. Extricate from danger
38. Went fast
41. Creepo
44. Princely dwellings
45. Fox offspring
47. Mediocre grade
48. Common picture spoiler
49. Affirmative response
50. Extricate from danger
52. Traveler's amusements
53. Navel type
54. Out of the way
55. Bird's place
56. Imitated a crow
57. Sphere
61. Very
62. Vietnam neighbor
63. View from Catania
66. Mine product
67. Affirmative response
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